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Communiqué N° 3 
 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
 

1.InfoTo Teams 
To reduce the use of paper, the official communiques for the teams will be sent by email : printed copies will 
be provided only on request at the Permanence.  
To receive communiqués and results by email, please send a message to the following address: 
votrecourse@gmail.com 
Start lists and results are also available on the UCI website in para-cycling world cup section or directly from 
VotreCourseTiming website : www.votrecourse.com 
 
2. Training  
It is strongly recommended to follow traffic rules during training and circulation with open traffic ; handbike 

athletes must put a flag on their handbike.  
 
3. Time Trial  
- Race course will be closed (vehicles and cyclists) 2 PM Thursday, the May 9th  and 8:30 AM Friday the May 
10th. After this time, traffic on the course is forbidden. 
- Riders must come to the bike check, located near the start area, 15 minutes before their start.  
Teams are responsible to present their equipment, bike and Athlete in race clothing on time.  
Athletes and equipment will be controlled and no delay of start shall be given for those that present 
themselves later than the specified time.  
- Athletes starting late will have their time calculated from their officially scheduled start time.  
- Radio communication between Athlete and Team car is allowed. 
- Team service from the side of the road is allowed.  
- After the finish line, Athletes must follow the directions of the volunteers to the holding zones.  
- Following cars are allowed in accordance with UCI rules ; drivers are requested to pay attention in case of 
overtaking other Athletes.  
- Team cars waiting lane is placed 200 meters approximatively after the start line on the specific parking. The 
team can take place behind rider when the rider passes in front of the waiting vehicles. 
- Team cars deviation is located at 600 meters approximatively before the finish line ; continue straight ahead 
when the riders turn right to the center of the city (Viale Italia). The team cars must drive safely back to the 
specific parking. Team cars are not allowed to cross the finish line.  
 
4. Road Races  
- Access to Teams Village will be possible before the competitions and after the final Ceremony ; access 
won’t be possible during competitions.  
- Only OneTeam vehicle for each National Team is allowed to park in the Team Village. The others must be 
parked in the authorized parking.  
- The sign-in for the Athletes as well as the call-ups for the start will be conducted behind the Commissaires 
podium, just before the finish line.  
- There is no warming up on the course after the first race of the day has started, unless specifically 
announced by the speaker.  
- Race course will be closed (vehicles and cyclists) at 8.00 am ; after this time, traffic on the course is 
forbidden.  
- Neutral Service will be provided by CASOLARI Team with 3 cars ; Teams are requested to provide wheels 
for the Athletes they want to be assisted.  
- The feed zone is located on VIA 4 November, just 200m before the team village and will be marked with 
signs.  
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5. Team Relay 
Each participating Team in the Team Relay  must present their start list to the Commissaires Secretary at 
the finish line, Saturday 11 may at 7:00 pm at latest. 
Team Relay Meeting will be conducted Sunday, May 12 at 11:00 am at the Permanence. 
 
6. Protocol Ceremony 
As the protocol ceremony area is located in the old town, close to the finish of the time trial, 300 meters 
uphill from the teams village, it will take 5-10 min. 
Nevertheless, the Organiser will have electrical bikes in the teams village to bring the athletes as soon as 
possible. Please be on time ! 
 
 
 
Wishing the success of the event to all. I remain at your disposal for any question / information or need you 
may have. 
 
 
 
 
 
Thierry Diederen 
UCI Technical Delegate. 
 
 
 


